Objectives
 Use CALIPSO/CloudSat/MODIS measurements to construct 3-D
cloud field
 Perform 1-D and 3-D simulations for the obtained cloud structure
from A-train satellite measurements
 Quantify 3-D radiative effects in estimating earth radiation budget
 Evaluate surface and TOA irradiances computed with a 1-D model
for the clouds and the earth’s radiation system (CERES) project
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Collocated CloudSat & CALIPSO & MODIS Data
Along the A-train Satellite Track (Kato et al., 2010)

Extinction coefficient
= COT / Depth

 Merged cloud boundaries from CloudSat and CALIPSO heights (Kato et al., 2010)
 Homogeneous assumption between cloud top and base heights
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Figure 3 shows mean profiles of several variables accumulated out to n as functions of n
the field shown in Fig. 2. Results for accumulated fields, of widths 2n ? 1, are shown
cause the algorithm is intended to produce full 3D domains not single rows. For these
umulations averaging included the original RXS as it is included in constructed fields,
gave double weight to the reconstructed lines so as to represent scene construction on
h sides of the RXS. For clouds higher than 10 km, layer cloud fraction Ac, mean cloud

3-D Cloud Construction Algorithm
(Barker et al., 2011, QJRMS)

MODIS Radiance
observation

“Donor Pixel”

“Recipient
Pixel”
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Cloud properties between
two close pixels are similar if
the two pixels have similar
TOA radiances at multiple
channels, given that
atmospheric and surface
conditions do not vary too
much (Barker et al., 2011).

" r (i, j) ! rk (m, 0) %
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' , m ) [i !100, i +100 ]
rk (i, j)
&
i=1 #
1 The thin RXS is shown along with the sequence of MODIS visible pixels associated with it. The
ective is to fill the volume marked by the wider MODIS swath with cloud properties drawn from the
S. For example, the column associated with the pixel at (m, 0) has been designated as the proxy for the
el at (i, j) so the cloud-radiation attributes associated with (m, 0) get donated to (i, j). The algorithm is
Crosslied until all desired off-RXS pixels are filled by donor RXS columns
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Optical Properties
Surface

Gas Molecule

Ocean surface albedo

Mid-latitude summer	
  

LUT based on observation data
~ a function of SZA (Jin et al., 2004)
 p, z, T, H2O, O3 profiles at 63 levels
 Rayleigh scattering using p and T profiles
 Gas absorption is estimated using correlated-K
method for subdivided 18 solar bands

Cloud

MODIS optical properties
&
CloudSat/CALIPSO cloud
boundary	
  

 MODIS cloud optical thickness (COT)
 MODIS effective radius
 MODIS cloud phase (fixed for one column)
 Merged cloud top and base boundaries from
CloudSat and CALIPSO
 MODIS effective cloud height only if both CloudSat
and CALIPSO are not available
 Mie scattering data for water clouds for 18 bands

Aerosol

Ignored

Yang scattering data (Yang et al., 2003, 2005) for ice
clouds for 18 bands
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Monte Carlo Model
Intercomparison of 3D Radiation Code (I3RC) Community Monte
Carlo Model (Cahalan et al., 2005; Pincus, 2009)
- Subdivide domain every 500 km with a 100-km margin at both sides and use
constant solar angle for the each sub-domain
- # of photons = 104 x # of columns in domain/ cyclic condition at side boundary
- To obtain shortwave (SW) broadband (BB) fluxes from 0.2 µm to 4.0 µm,
narrowband calculation is performed for subdivided 18 bands, and the results are
combined.
- Two options for the simulation
1) 1D Independent column approximation (ICA): photons move vertically only.
2) 3D simulation: Photons moves three-dimensional direction.
Averaged SZA for each sub-domain

Subdivision of A-train Cloud Fields
500 km

Cross
track
Along track 
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Definition of Difference between 3-D and 1-D
“Difference” = 3-D minus 1-D (in unit of W m-2)

πΔI = π(I3D − IICA)

π × TOA Nadir-view Radiance

ΔA = A3D − AICA

Atmospheric Absorption

ΔT = T3D − TICA

Downward SFC irradiance
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Spatial Distribution of πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT
Atmospheric Absorption Diff.

Downward SFC irradiance Diff.

Size of Moving Window

π×Nadir-view Radiance Diff.

I3D>IICA

A3D>AICA

T3D>TICA
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Distribution of πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT
21 km x 21 km Moving Window

ΔT

ΔA

πΔI

5 km x 5 km Moving Window

Illuminated
area

Shadowed
area

Positive Linear Relations Among πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT
ΔT vs πΔI

ΔT vs ΔA

ΔA vs πΔI

Linear relationships among πΔI,
ΔA, and ΔT emerge, as scale
Size of Moving Window

increases (> 5 km).
 In the illuminated (shadowed)
area, 3D effects increase
(decrease) I, A, and T. Those
changes are linearly correlated.
 In the smaller scale (~ 1 km),
linear relationship is not
apparent due to (1) Monte Carlo
noise and (2) slight location

Mixture of different slopes?

differences of peaks in πΔI, ΔA,
and ΔT .
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Factors Influencing on the Relations among πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT

πΔI

COT
increases

Cloud
depth
increases

SZA
increases

πI (or πΔI)

increase

increase

decrease

A (or ΔA)

increase

increase

increase

T (or ΔT)

decrease

decrease

increase

πΔI/ΔT

increase

increase

decrease

ΔA/ΔT

increase

increase

-

πΔI/ΔA

increase

decrease

decrease

COT (or Depth)
increases

ΔA

COT (or Depth)
increases

ΔA

COT increases
Depth
increases

ΔT

ΔT

πΔI

Cloud Properties of Eight Cloud Types
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Cloud Type-Dependent Relations among πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT
ΔT vs πΔI

ΔT vs ΔA

ΔA vs πΔI

ΔT vs πΔI

ΔT vs ΔA

ΔA vs πΔI

Cirrus

Stratocumulus

Altostratus

Cumulus

Altocumulus

Nimbostratus

Stratus

Deep convective clouds
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Cloud Type-Dependent Relations among πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT
CERES footprint

Correlation between ΔT and πΔI

ΔI, ΔA and ΔT are linearly
correlated well, especially
cloud scenes are separated by
cloud type.

ΔI ΔA or ΔT
Correlation between ΔT and ΔA

A3D – AICA

T3D – TICA

ΔI = I3D – IICA
= {CERES-measured TOA
Correlation between ΔA and πΔI

radiance} minus {1D-modeled
nadir view radiance}
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Domain-Averages of 3D Minus 1D Irradiances
πΔI (TOAπΔI
Radiance diff)

ΔA (Atmos
ΔA Abs diff)

ΔT (Sfc Irradiance
diff)
ΔT

 Domain-averages of πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT are nearly zero (< 3 W m-2).
 Averages of πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT become larger when cloud scenes are
separated by cloud type, up to 25, 8,and 17 W m-2, respectively.
 ΔA shows the smaller standard deviation than those of πΔI or ΔT.
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RMS Difference between 3D and 1D Irradiances
CERES footprint

 RMS difference is
much larger than
mean difference
between 3D and 1D
results.
 RMS difference
dramatically drops
between 1 km and 10
km scales, which is
consistent with those
obtained from the
earlier studies (O’hirok
and Gautier, 2005;
Wyser et al., 2005).
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Summary
 Collocated MODIS, CloudSat, and CALIPSO datasets (Kato et al., 2010) are
used to construct three-dimensional (3D) cloud structure (Barker et al.
2011).
 CloudSat cloud type is expanded in merged cloud layer by searching the
closest CloudSat pixel.
 One-dimensional independent column approximation (ICA) and full 3D
simulations are achieved using the same Monte Carlo model.
 The 3D minus 1D irradiances in TOA, atmosphere, and surface are linearly
correlated each other (referred as πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT, respectively).
 Each cloud type has its own relation among πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT. The
correlation among πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT increases with the scale, and reaches to
maximum at 20 km. If the πΔI is estimated from the satellite measurements,
ΔA, and ΔT can be inferred from the linear relations.
 RMS differences between 3D and ICA irradiances largely decrease at
scales between 1 km and 10 km.
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Relations among πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT (Barker et al., 2012)
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Cloud Type for the Merged Cloud Layers
The merged
cloud layer is
detected by
CloudSat?
No
ΔZthr = 0.5 km

Use
CloudSat
cloud type

Yes

Yes
Search the nearest CloudSat cloud
pixel in surrounding 21×21 km2
area that satisfies
|ZT(CloudSat)- ZT (target)| < ΔZthr
|ZB(CloudSat)- ZB (target)| < ΔZthr

The closest
CloudSat
pixel exists?
No

ΔZthr = ΔZthr+ 0.5 km

No

Yes

Cloud type according to
cloud base height (ZB)
ZB<2km

St

2km≤ ZB<7km

As

ΔZthr > 1 km ?

ZB≥7km

Ci
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Cloud Type for the Merged Cloud Layers

21 km x 21 km area surrounding target pixel
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Eight Cloud Types Defined in CloudSat Algorithm
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Effects of COT on the Relations among πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT
Different COT
For larger
COT
increase

A (or ΔA)

increase

T (or ΔT)

decrease

πΔI/ΔT

increase

ΔA/ΔT

increase

πΔI/ΔA

increase
COT increases

ΔI (or ΔA)

COT increases

πI (or πΔI)

ΔT
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Effects of Depth on the Relations among πΔI, ΔA, and ΔT
Different Cloud Depth (km)

Cloud layer depth increases

For larger
cloud depth

For larger
SZA

πI (or πΔI)

increase

decrease

A (or ΔA)

increase

increase

T (or ΔT)

decrease

increase

πΔI/ΔT

increase

decrease

ΔA/ΔT

increase

-

πΔI/ΔA

decrease

decrease

